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** Updated and aligned with the PMP exam based on the latest PMBOK 6th Edition. Also
contains a Full-length PMP Practice Test with 200 questions. **Do you want to earn the #1
Certification in Project Management globally?Are you in possession of numerous resources yet
clueless on how you could organise yourself to be fully prepared to take on the Project
Management Professional (PMP) Exam?Does the thought of attempting the PMP Exam scare
you?Roji Abraham, an experienced PMP certified Project Manager, an MBA graduate from one
of Europe’s best business schools, and an established author, writes in his unique style about
his 30-day journey to PMP certification and gives step-by-step guidance on how you could
effectively utilise your time while preparing for the PMP Exam.‘Be a PMP ace in 30 days’ isn’t a
full-fledged guide with a truckload of information on each section but rather, a companion book,
that shows you, how in 30 days, you could use your resources effectively, and be ready for the
PMP exam and succeed. That too, without having to take even a day off from work!Here’s what
you get from this book that will oversee your personal journey to PMP certification:Guidance on
the necessary Tools and Resources you need while preparing for the PMP exam and how to use
them effectively.A Downloadable Weekly Calendar with Suggested Daily and Hourly Schedules
for covering each topic and reviewing them effectively over 30 days.A Print-friendly
Downloadable Process Chart.Key Notes for each day that highlights the most important topics
for that day.Information on some great free/budget online resources.Useful tips for the Exam
Day.A Full-Length PMP Practice Test with 200 questions and their solutions.Five interviews with
successful PMP candidates, from around the globe, with their suggestions on how to conquer
the PMP exam.If you want to get PMP® certified, do not miss this fantastic value-for-money
study resource!

"At first glance 'Be a PMP ace in 30 days' might come off as a tall claim but the discerning PMP
aspirant who picks it up for a closer look is bound to be pleasantly surprised! The author's
attempt at creating a guide for PMP is uniquely refreshing in that its a personal journey on paper
that is easily recreated.With umpteen guides in the market its a cumbersome exercise to zero
down on an effective process to approach the PMP exam. With the most helpful resources,
weekly calendars, and process charts, this book seems to be a welcome change.Perhaps the
most endearing quality of the guide must be the disarmingly candid manner in which the entire
process for preparing and attempting the PMP is presented.The book seems to be primarily
aimed at the PMP aspirants who do not have the luxury of time, but with its numerous study
resources and links to free simulation exercises it is also invaluable to someone who wants to
take it slow and steady. A definite must buy for any PMP aspirant!!" - Steffi Sam"An absolute
must for any PMP aspirant. while there are plethora of books available around for PMP focusing



primarily on the content of the exam ...this books sets you in the right groove , the right mindset .
The 30 days calendar is an awesome tool. The book lays out a complete path for you leading
upto the PMP certification, All that one needs to do is just follow it to the core . Thanks Roji
Abraham for demystifying a lot of myths about PMP and making this daunting task ( earlier) look
simple & doable." - Sanjeev"This book is a great guide.. by looking at how the Author got through
with PMP , it gave me immense confidence and clarity on how to prep for PMP. This is the great
investment i made for PMP ).. Started with this guide and with 7 weeks of prep i got through with
PMP exam..Thanks Roji Abraham !!!!!!!!!" - Selvaraj V, PMP®
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my opinion, “quick read, cheap, good primer before you invest in study materials. I enjoyed this
quick read, gave a great study schedule and useful memorization tips for key areas. I spent 7
bucks. I recommend getting this and reading it before you invest in study materials. I think it is
more of a cliffs notes for how to prepare to study with some bonus tips, certainly not going to get
you thru the test by itself.  good on this fella for thinking of it.”

Manoj, “When I started preparing for the PMP exam, i .... When I started preparing for the PMP
exam, i was overwhelmed by the number of suggested books and training material that are
available, I did not know where to start. This book provides a guideline on how to go about it. The
author details out his methodology of preparation, based on a daily schedule.It also highlights
major facts and mentions links where sample questions are available. It is definitely worth the
price you have to pay for it.”

Traveling Bookworm, “Great Book that helped me focus. This book really helps focus and
structure your studying. Once I started using the strategy defined in the book, I made good
process. The practice test and how to take them was extremely valuable. I also found the
interviews helpful.”

Rajat Lala, “Must have for PMP aspirants. A very short and handy guide for those who are about
to prepare for the PMP exam. The weekly schedule and the daily instructions give a guideline for
people who do not know how to start and proceed. I will recommend this to anybody who wants
a structured approach to tackle the PMP exam.”

S. Sawane, “Four Stars. Good summary of the methodology”

OscarFG23, “Definitively I will recommend this excellent affordable book as your personal
guideline to .... Definitively I will recommend this excellent affordable book as your personal
guideline to study for your PMP exam. Thank you, Roji Abram!”

Steffi, “Unique and refreshing!. At first glance 'Be a PMP ace in 30 days' might come off as a tall
claim but the discerning PMP aspirant who picks it up for a closer look is bound to be pleasantly
surprised! The author's attempt at creating a guide for PMP is uniquely refreshing in that its a
personal journey on paper that is easily recreated.With umpteen guides in the market its a
cumbersome exercise to zero down on an effective process to approach the PMP exam. With
the most helpful resources, weekly calendars, and process charts, this book seems to be a
welcome change.Perhaps the most endearing quality of the guide must be the disarmingly
candid manner in which the entire process for preparing and attempting the PMP is
presented.The book seems to be primarily aimed at the PMP aspirants who do not have the



luxury of time, but with its numerous study resources and links to free simulation exercises it is
also invaluable to someone who wants to take it slow and steady. A definite must buy for any
PMP aspirant!!”

Iray, “Nice tips. Nice tips for the exam.Truth is I just read it once to get an overview of what other
people did to pass the exam. The best tip was to get another book to study for the exam, the
PMP Head first ;)”

Sheron, “All the best to those who are pursuing PMP certification. It is very informative on how
one should plan to learn PMP tools and processes, prior to the exam.The person who follows
this schedule should be very disciplined to meet the deadlines.All the best to those who are
pursuing PMP certification.”

PRAMOD, “Good. Would like to recommend to my friendsIt has covered all areas stressed for
the exam preparation.  head first, Rita, pmbok this book for ur planning will be good enough”

sujimsha, “A good PMP Handbook to have .... This book is one must have for all PMP aspirants
out there. It contains some useful tips from Certified PMP Professionals and 30 day calendar
planner which makes it a must have in your collection.”

The book by Kaplan Test Prep has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 51 people have provided feedback.
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